
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Sun Worshippers  

Welcome to Mexico and the land of 

the sun and the Aztecs.  

Find out about the gruesome ways 

the Aztecs tried to keep the sun 

happy and what their civilisation 

was like. 

Learn about the cities and ways of 

life in ancient and modern Mexico 

and draw similarities to where you 

live.  

Indulge in the wonderful world of 

chocolate and create your own 

chocolate bar – but don’t forget to 

give the public what they want.  

What do we know now about our 

solar system that the Aztecs didn’t? 

Discover about the forces at work in 

space and discover all about the 

influential people who are and were 

involved in space exploration.  

English Journalistic writing – newspaper report Narrative – adventure 

Maths  Geometry, decimals, measurement, calculations  

Science  Earth and Space  

Computing  Use search technologies effectively, Select, use and combine a variety of software 
(including internet services) to design and create a range of content that 
accomplishes a given goal (presenting information) • I understand that good online 
research involves processing the information (rather than copying) and interpreting 
it for others • I recognise issues of copyright and the importance of acknowledging 
sources  

Create an Aztec podcast 

History  Aztec Civilisation, moon landings  

Geography Look on a map to find the location where the Aztecs lived. How far away is it 
from where you live? How could you travel there? Make your own version 
of the beautiful 1524 map of Tenochtitlan. 

Art  Design and make Aztec masks using clay 

DT Making a range of Mexican dishes and finding out where chocolate comes from and 
create their own chocolate bar, naming it and gathering information from market 
research about what their product should be like. They will then design the packet. 
Building temples  

Music Aztec music  

PSHE Being my best  

PE lay an adapted version of the rather dangerous game of Tlachtli. The Aztecs played 
this with a heavy rubber ball, which they had to get through a stone hoop. Try 
getting it through a netball or basketball hoop instead, but remember you cannot 
touch the ball with your hands and the ball isn’t allowed to touch the ground 

RE Unit U2.12 What will make Oxenhope a more respectful place? 

 

A Wild Adventure  

Y5 

https://www.historytoday.com/kate-wiles/tenochtitlan-1524


English 

  

• Identifying the audience for and 

purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other 

similar writing as models for their own  

• Noting and developing initial ideas, 

drawing on reading and research 

where necessary  

• Draft and write by linking ideas across 

paragraphs using a range of cohesive 

devices.  

• Evaluate and edit by proposing 

changes to vocabulary, grammar and 

punctuation to enhance effects and 

clarify meaning.  

• Noting and developing initial ideas, 

drawing on reading and research 

where necessary 

 

Maths  • Geometry, decimals, measurement, 

calculations 

 

Science  • describe the movement of the Earth 

and other planets relative to the sun 

in the solar system 

• describe the movement of the moon 

relative to the Earth 

• describe the sun, Earth and moon as 

approximately spherical bodies 

• use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to 

explain day and night and the 

apparent movement of the sun across 

the sky 

 

• WS1 planning different types of scientific 

enquiries to answer questions, including 

recognising and controlling variables where 

necessary  

• WS2 taking measurements, using a range 

of scientific equipment, with increasing 

accuracy and precision, taking repeat 

readings when appropriate  

• WS3 recording data and results of 

increasing complexity using scientific 

diagrams and labels, classification keys, 

tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs  

• WS4 using test results to make predictions 

to set up further comparative and fair tests  

• WS5 reporting and presenting findings 

from enquiries, including conclusions, causal 

relationships and explanations of and degree 

of trust in results, in oral and written forms 

such as displays and other presentations  

National Curriculums Areas and Skills  



Computing  • Use search technologies effectively,  

• Select, use and combine a variety of 

software (including internet services) 

to design and create a range of 

content that accomplishes a given 

goal (presenting information) 

• I understand that good online 

research involves processing the 

information (rather than copying) and 

interpreting it for others  

• I recognise issues of copyright and the 

importance of acknowledging sources 

• begin to use internet services to 

share and transfer data to a third 

party 

• use filters in search technologies 

effectively  

• • use filters in search technologies 

effectively and appreciate how 

results are selected and ranked 

• independently select and use 

appropriate software for a task  

• independently select, use and 

combine a variety of software to 

design and create content for a 

given audience 

• understand the need to only select 

age appropriate content 

•  

History  • Study a Non-European society that 

provides contrasts with British History 

• Use dates to order and place events 

on a timeline 

•  Compare sources of information 

available for the study of different 

times in the past  

• Understand the type of information 

available depends on the period of 

time studied  

• Evaluate the usefulness of a variety 

of sources  

• Devise historically valid questions 

about change, cause, similarity and 

difference, and significance 

•  

Geography • Locational knowledge locate North 

and South America – focus on 

environmental regions, key physical 

and human characteristics, countries 

and major cities.  

• Human and physical geography 

physical geography: rivers, mountains 

etc human geography: land use, 

natural resources 

• Understand and use a variety of 

geographical terms  

• Describe the geographical diversity 

across the world  

• Show some awareness of 

environment awareness of 

environmental issues and how it 

relates to everyday life  

Art  • To create sketch books to record their 

observations and use them to review 

and revisit ideas  

• To improve their mastery of art and 

design techniques, including drawing, 

painting and sculpture with a range of 

materials [for example, pencil, paint, 

clay] 

• Use a choice of technique to depict 

movement  

• Use lines which represent movement  

Sculpture  

• Show life like quality 

• Use frameworks such as wire or 

mould to support  

Textiles  

• Show precision in techniques  

• Choose from a range of stitching  

 



DT • Use research and develop design 

criteria to inform the design of 

innovative, functional, appealing 

products that are fit for purpose, 

aimed at particular individuals or 

groups  

• Prepare and cook a variety of 

predominantly savoury dishes using a 

range of cooking techniques  

• Understand seasonality, and know 

where and how a variety of 

ingredients are grown, reared, caught 

and processed. 

• Understand the importance of 

correct storage and handling of food 

and ingredients  

• Measure accurately the amount of 

ingredients  

• Demonstrate a range of baking and 

cooking techniques  

• Cut materials with precision and 

refine the finish with appropriate 

tools  

• Create objects that employ a seam 

allowance  

• Join textiles with appropriate 

stitching  

• Use the qualities of materials to 

create suitable visual and tactile 

effects in the decoration of textiles  

• Design with the user in mind, 

motivated by the service a product 

will offer  

• Ensure products have a high quality 

finish  

• Create innovative designs that 

improve on existing products  

• Evaluate the design  

•  

Music • play and perform in solo and 

ensemble contexts, using their voices 

and playing musical instruments with 

increasing accuracy, fluency, control 

and expression  

• improvise and compose music for a 

range of purposes using the inter-

related dimensions of music 

• Convey the relationships between 

the lyrics and the melody  

• Use drones and melodic ostinato  

• Describe how lyrics often reflect the 

cultural context of music and have 

social meaning  

•  

PE • play competitive games, modified 

where appropriate [for example, 

badminton, basketball, cricket, 

football, hockey, netball, rounders and 

tennis], and apply basic principles 

suitable for attacking and defending 

Games 

• Takes part in competitive games with 

a strong understanding of tactics and 

composition.  

• Can create their own games using 

knowledge and skills. 

• Can make suggestions as to what 

resources can be used to 

differentiate a game.   

• Apply basic skills for attacking and 

defending.  

• Uses running, jumping, throwing and 

catching in isolation and 

combination. 

Swimming  

• Swims competently, confidently and 

proficiently over a distance of at least 

25 metres  

• Uses a range of strokes effectively 

e.g. front crawl, backstroke and 

breaststroke. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Performs safe self-rescue in different 

water-based situations. 

•  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ideas for homework 

• Keep a Moon diary over the course of a lunar month. Draw the shape of 

the Moon each night, finding out and recording the correct term for each 

lunar phase. 

• Use non-fiction books, astronomy magazines and the web to find and 

record amazing facts about space. Create a space scrapbook using your 

facts and downloaded images. 

• Search the night sky and try to identify the Moon, stars or even some of 

the other planets in the Solar System such as Venus or Mars. Use 

binoculars or a telescope if possible. You might also be able to use an app 

which will help you to locate the position of the stars. 

• Imagine… an alien space ship has crash landed in your back garden. Write 

a story about what happens next. You may want to borrow ideas from 

space stories or films you know well. Remember to use powerful 

vocabulary to bring your story (and your alien) to life! 

• Write a film review of a space-themed film that you have watched with 

your family. Some great films to choose might be Wall-E (U), ET (U), Star 

Wars (PG) or Apollo 13 (PG). How many ‘stars’ would you award your film? 

• Design and create an astronaut space helmet or alien headwear using 

junk materials. Bring it to school and take part in a space-inspired fashion 

parade! 

• Teach your family the order of the planets in the Solar System using your 

mnemonic, then test them! Have they remembered correctly? 

• Using non-fiction books and online research, find out the names of some 

of the best-known star constellations. On a clear night, try to identify 

them. Draw diagrams of those you have spotted. Do you think the names 

they have been given suit them? 

• Make a 3-D model of the Solar System which displays all the planets in 

order. 

• Which part of Mexico would you prefer to live in, and why? Write down 

your ideas and share them with others in your class. 

• Find out about Mexican flowers, trees and animals. Some are very 

different to those found in the UK! Record what you learn in a notebook 

or picture chart. 

• Do your family or friends know anyone who has been to Mexico? If so, can 

you talk to the person and find out more? What is their impression of the 

country? 

• Make a typical Mexican dish, such as guacamole or tacos.  

• Design and build an Aztec temple using junk materials, such as cardboard 

boxes, newspaper and card. 

 


